
                 I’M NOW A CATALYST FOR

        changing
  people’s relationships
        with themselves and others

               ~ Jenn McRobbie
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The Author Incubator Author Profile

Jenn McRobbie 

FROM CRISIS TO 

DIFFERENCE MAKER 

ON THE MAIN STAGE 
H O W J E N N  M c R O B B I E ’ S  O W N  C A N C E R 

D I AG N O S I S  L E D  H E R  TO  C R E AT E  A M OV E M E N T 

I N  C O M M U N I C AT I O N S  A N D  F R I E N D S H I P S . 

Being an author immediately gave me a platform to get in front  
of organizations and say, “Look, I have something worth sharing.”

My book, Why is She Acting So Weird? A 

Guide to Cultivating Closeness When a Friend 

is in Crisis, was borne from my experiences  

interacting with friends after my breast  

cancer diagnosis and during treatment. My 

friends were both critical to successfully  

navigating this crisis—and a big part of the  

crisis itself!

I
’m a life coach, author and speaker. My 

mission is to start having, out loud, hard 

conversations about our relationships—

the stuff that we don’t want to talk  

about. My goal is to make sure people don’t 

feel alone with their thoughts and feelings 

and insecurities. I want to help people learn  

to LIVE, LOVE and BE FREE.
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I developed the resource I wish had  

existed for my friends when I was  

diagnosed.  

Before writing my book, I always  

dreaded the question, “So, what do 

you do?” I didn’t have a straight  

answer because I dabbled in lots 

of different things as a life coach, a 

speaker, a writer, a mom, a wife, a 

sister, a daughter, a friend…a human.

Working with The Author Incubator 

forced me to look at myself and  

ask, “So, what do you want to do?” 

Deciding that I wanted to make 

a difference in people’s lives and  

deciding I was going to make that 

difference with a book changed my 

life. The act of writing and publishing  

Why is She Acting So Weird? A Guide  

to Cultivating Closeness When a Friend  

is in Crisis opened a new door. Beyond   

this door, I’m now a catalyst for  

changing people’s relationships with  

themselves and others.

After I committed to write my book,   

I had just finished treatment for my 

breast cancer, so my energy levels  

were just in the dirt. But, I had more 

surgeries scheduled for the end of the  

year, so I really wanted to focus and  

get my book done before then.

After a month I just fizzled. I was  

scared. I kept telling myself no one 

would want to read my book and 

that I had nothing to say. So, I  

did nothing!

When Angela reached out she 

galvanized me to get going again. 

And since then I never looked back. 

I still wanted to get the book done 

before my surgeries, so my timeline 

was tight…but she was a powerful  

motivating force.

Joining The Author Incubator is kind  

of like getting on a train. The end 

destination is your written book. When 

you get on the train you think it’s 

going to make certain stops and  

you’re going to have a relaxing trip 

with lots of personal service. And  

that’s all true. But somewhere along 

the line, The Author Incubator’s 

Difference Process becomes an ex-

press train. Once you’re on, you’re so 

motivated to get going that you just 

can’t stop. You can’t lose momentum 

that way. All Aboard!

The Author Incubator’s Difference  

Process helped me in three distinct 

ways: 1.) it forced me to find my  

authentic voice BEFORE I started 

writing, 2.) it  gave me little wiggle  

room to procrastinate and 3.) when 

I DID want to procrastinate, I was 

given permission to do so (because  

I rewrote “procrastination” into “book 

planning time”.

Being an author gave me a platform  

to get in front of organizations and say, 

“Look, I have something worth sharing.”   

Having a book gives you credibility  

and lets people know you are serious 

about your topic. It’s also given me  

a way to showcase “my voice” before  

even speaking to anyone. That’s  

invaluable when you’re looking to  

I’ve also received lots of e-mail messages from people 
telling me about how much my book helped them 

in their own crisis.

“

Awards

 Finalist, 2015 International  

Book Awards

Print Media

 Elephant Journal, Prevention, 

Ruby-Slippered Sisterhood,  

Midlife Midwife Project

Public Speaking

 INOVA Breast Cancer Event,  

INOVA Women’s Network,  

Shenandoah University,  

Smith Center For Healing  

In The Arts, Lunch and Learn  

with Google, Hospice Caring  

Inc., Young Survival Coalition,  

Young Survival Coalition  

National Summit

Radio & Podcasts

 Catch Good Health Radio

The Stupid Cancer Show

 The HappyNess Project with  

Dr. Amzallag

Platform Speaking
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                It’s given me a way

         to showcase
     “my voice”before
             even speaking to anyone

                                 ~Jenn McRobbie

Why is She Acting So Weird? A Guide  

to Cultivating Closeness When a Friend  

is in Crisis
Why is She Acting So Weird? is Jenn  

McRobbie’s heart, in print. Borne from 

her experiences interacting with friends 

after her diagnosis, the book is a guide 

to being a good friend during a life- 

altering crisis. Her book seeks to  

empower friendship through concrete  

guidance and is a treatise on how friends 

can LIVE, LOVE and BE FREE  with each  

other. With wit, wisdom and a modern 

new voice, McRobbie weaves a brave and 

heartfelt cancer memoir with a practical  

guide on the healing power of female 

friendship. Topics range from developing a  

support system, to what to say when 

you’re at a loss for words. Readers learn 

practical skills for helping a friend build  

a communication plan and how to o"er  

advice without overstepping boundaries.

book big speaking events and people  

have little time to find out what  

you stand for.

The feedback has been overwhelm-

ingly positive. My favorites include the 

blog posts and e-mails people have  

written sharing their own personal ex- 

periences after reading my book. When 

people tell me that my book is a  

“gift” to them and their families… 

well, that’s sort of the cat’s meow.

I’ve also received lots of e-mail 

messages from people telling 

me about how much my book 

helped them in their own crisis.   

I wrote the book primarily for friends  

and family, but I’ve received a lot of  

feedback from the survivors of crisis  

that my book helped them not feel  

so  alone—that they felt understood.  

That means the world to me.

All of it has let me know that  

I’m on the right track. People are 

changing the way they think and act 

because of something I wrote! That’s 

amazing. And humbling. I know I 

can’t change the world or how people 

treat themselves or others over night. 

As a change maker, it is hard to 

measure success, at least in the  

traditional sense. So, I changed my  

definition of success. Now, success  

is helping one person in one way,  

each and every day. One person at 

a time, one day at a time—that’s 

how I make a difference and work 

to change the world.  
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